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About Board

Our Mission
Our mission is to help create a decentralized financial system by responsibly coordinating people, value,

ownership and reputation, expanding investor access to industry-leading decentralised technologies which

we believe lie at the heart of the future of finance.

Our Vision
We promote the adoption of Algorand Blockchain and our brand asset $BOARD, by actively

collaborating and promoting the efforts of our global Blockchain community.

We aspire to improve our world and everyone’s lives with the adoption and use of Blockchain

technologies. We value innovation, enthusiasm, skill, capabilities and caring for our planet.

Board is a Brand Algorand Standard Asset (ASA) with a specific focus on the world of

entertainment, lifestyle, technology and music.
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History
Board is a Brand Algorand Standard Asset (ASA) that provide a standardized, Layer-1 mechanism to represent

any type of asset on Algorand Blockchain. These can include fungible, non fungible, restricted fungible and

restricted non fungible assets.

The asset was created on Algorand MainNet on September 23, 2021 with Unit Name ($BOARD) and a Total

Supply of 10,000,000,000 with My Algo Asset Manager, a tool to securely create and manage Algorand Standard

Asset (ASA).

On November 18, 2021 they were removed the Board Freeze Account that is allowed to freeze or unfreeze the

asset holdings for a specific account an the Board Clawback Address that represents an account that is allowed

to transfer assets from and to any asset holder. On November 24, 2021 the official Board logo was presented.

In 2022 Board had a strong impact on Algorand ecosystem with a MarketCap of +500K ALGO, +350K Total

Txs, +30K users and listing on CoinGecko.

2023 is the year of rebranding: Board announces a complete rebranding of asset to give a new identity, with Unit

Name ($BRD) and a Total Supply of 1,000,000,000.

Our Values

We understand the value of trusted relationships at all levels of the society

and the economy, and strive to earn and keep the trust of all those with whom

we interact. We are transparent in our dealings and protect personal privacy.

We believe in the strength of enthusiastic cooperation and work to foster

collaboration within our ecosystem and the wider community. We are honest

in everything we do and take great care to maintain our integrity within our

organization and in our dealings with others.

We strive to be innovative in our work and to catalyze and support

innovation in our ecosystem and the wider community. We are committed to

achieve highest quality.

We identify, evaluate, mitigate and carefully control technological, corporate

and social risks.. We believe Blockchain technology should serve a useful and

necessary commercial or social purpose.
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Collaboration & Integrity

Innovation & Quality

Security & Beneficence

Trust & Transparency



Algorand removes the technical barriers that for years undermined mainstream Blockchain

adoption: decentralization, scale, and security. Now you can build on a stable platform you

trust.

Our consensus mechanism is permissionless and Pure Proof of Stake. It ensures full

participation, protection, and speed within a truly decentralized network. With blocks

finalized in seconds, Algorand’s transaction throughput is on par with large payment and

financial networks. And Algorand is the first Blockchain to provide immediate transaction

finality. No forking. No uncertainty.

Why Algorand?

Founding principles

Algorand is building the technology to power the Future of Finance (FutureFi), the

convergence of traditional and decentralized models into a unified system that is inclusive,

frictionless and secure.

Founded by Turing Award-winning cryptographer Silvio Micali, Algorand developed a

Blockchain infrastructure that offers the interoperability and capacity to handle the volume

of transactions needed for DeFi, financial institutions and governments to smoothly

transition into FutureFi. The technology of choice for more than 700 global organizations,

Algorand is enabling the simple creation of next generation financial products, protocols

and exchange of value.

There are a lot of Blockchain platforms available today, but Blockchain still hasn’t been

widely adopted. Why? Because the technology has been inadequate, unable to achieve

simultaneous decentralization, security, and scalability — until now. Algorand’s Pure Proof-

of-Stake protocol is setting a new standard for Blockchain.

Algorand removes the technical barriers that for years undermined mainstream Blockchain

adoption: decentralization, scalability and security.
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DEX

The marketplace that truly embodies the very nature of crypto space are DEXs. These

elaborate transactions by enacting smart contracts, peer-to-peer or via a LP and have

lower fees than the ones on CEX that support only crypto to crypto swaps. Users can

choose between a long list of trading pairs, because available coins and tokens do not need

to go through examination and these exchanges don’t have any direct control over users’

funds, require no KYC or AML steps and store no user information. Everything is

practically anonymous.
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1) BEX
Compared to traditional financial transactions, DEXs offer complete transparency into

the movement of funds and the mechanisms facilitating exchange. And for this reason we

have decided that Board must also have its own DEX to help the Algorand ecosystem.



Community MemeCoin

MemeCoins have been around for years and most of them were launched as a joke, but

some managed to evolve into hugely popular projects. The success of MemeCoins paved

this way, but most fail to reach the markets, primarily due to poor infrastructure and

missing essential features.

$PIZZA, built on Algorand Blockchain which has a strong and solid infrastructure with a

great community, wants to change forever and transform a MemeCoin into a digital asset

with a 100x growth potential.
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2) Pizza ASA
From the creators of Board Project and in honor of Italian origins of Silvio Micali, founder

of Algorand Blockchain, we present the best MemeCoin on Algorand ecosystem: $PIZZA.



Board’s tokenomics are based around project sustainability, longevity of use and community

engagement. At its inception, ten billion tokens were minted with some of the supply being

allocated to various Wallets focused on supporting the projects and community.

Tokenomics
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• Name: Board

• Asset ID: 1054801592

• Unit name: BRD

• Total supply: 1,000,000,000

• Decimals: 6

• URL: https://boardofficial.com

General Information

Clawback and Freeze account are not set.

Board is created with the following immutable properties:



BOARD

BOARDZDFVU5QRHTRB3RRY

77I43ORP5NJAPSJLZTU4XDEJ

NBBEFC3L3FPVQ

Upholding our values of transparency and trust, we’ve distributed $BRD supply to the

Wallet addresses below. The funds are controlled by the team and we encourage our

community to hold us accountable for their management. A current list of Wallets

associated with this project can be found below (any future Wallets will be added).
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Transaction histories for these Wallets can be seen with algoexplorer.io

* QR code generated with “PeraWallet QR Code Generator”

Wallet Management(updating)

PIZZA

PIZZA4MNT23U7SHZFDI2WQ

LFGQR4YLCRLNIB235SW2MPS

ZNUNRLHMRJNFI



Roadmap (soon)
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Team

We are a diverse team with a broad range of experience and knowledge, united by a belief in

the positive impact of cryptocurrencies on humanity.

Decentralised cryptocurrencies are enabling us to reimagine the financial system to upgrade

the world to something better.

We believe that decentralised cryptocurrencies like Algorand will fundamentally change how

the world views and uses money. We feel it’s our duty to bring this knowledge and excitement

to the world as best we can.

We are determined to see the project through and continue growing with our community,

honouring our commitment to our values and our cause.

Salvatore
Founder

Simone
Developer

Luca
Developer

Matteo
Advisor

Fabio
Developer

Eugenio
Advisor

Carmine
Developer
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Relationships

The robust community is creating a healthy ecosystem of projects that are aligned with

Algorand's longer term vision for the future of finance. We select real projects to work

with together, by heavily weighing the quality of the teams, the technology and the strength

of their communities.
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Relationships (2)

The robust community is creating a healthy ecosystem of projects that are aligned with

Algorand's longer term vision for the future of finance. We select real projects to work

with together, by heavily weighing the quality of the teams, the technology and the strength

of their communities.
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Disclaimer

All the information on website – https://boardofficial.com – is published in good faith and
for general information purpose only. Board does not make any warranties about the
completeness, reliability and accuracy of this information. Any action you take upon the
information you find on website (Board), is strictly at your own risk. Board will not be liable for
any losses and/or damages in connection with the use of our website. From our website, you
can visit other websites by following hyperlinks to such external sites. While we strive to provide
only quality links to useful and ethical websites, we have no control over the content and nature
of these sites. These links to other websites do not imply a recommendation For all the content
found on these sites.

Site owners and content may change without notice and may occur before we have the
opportunity to remove a link which may have gone 'bad'. Please be also aware that when you
leave our website, other sites may have different privacy policies and terms which are beyond
our control. Please be sure to check the Privacy Policies of these sites as well as their "Terms of
Service" before engaging in any business or uploading any information. By using our Website,
you hereby consent to our disclaimer and agree to its terms. Should we update, amend or make
any changes to this document, those changes will be prominently posted here.

This Whitepaper is a living document, current up to the ‘Last Updated’ date and the
information provided therein is subject to change or update without notice and should not be
taken as a promise or guarantee by Board. This document is prepared by the Board team and
does not represent professional, financial, or investment advice. This document does not
represent an invitation to buy, donate, or otherwise acquire $BOARD. Whether by purchasing
$BOARD, you agree not to hold the Board Team liable for any compliance breaches, taxes, or
financial losses.
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ContactSocial Media

info@boardofficial.comTwitter - Telegram - Medium

BOARD

www.boardofficial.com


